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5. CONCLUSION

Additional Information : 

At the outset the institution will strive hard towards providing/establishing a practice of quality assurance to
regularly address, monitor and evaluate the quality of education offered to students. A practice to promote
effective Teaching Learning methods for the benefit of both the Teachers and Students and make the institution
a better place of excellence in Engineering and Management. Technical clubs of all the Departments, C-CUBE,
E-MISSION, AWESOME, RACE, SPARK, ZEMS, MARVELS conducts regular interactive workshops,
Seminars, Competitions and provide immense opportunities to the students to practice the principles on real
time application.The institution has an active Entrepreneur Development Cell (EDC) which organizes a number
of events to promote awareness of Entrepreneurship.  The institution strongly believes in the student potential
and “Can do” attitude by providing institutional scholarships.Reputed industries shall be invited for campus
placements. MES is committed to provide practical educational opportunities in Engineering and Management
collaborated with MSS. Every year Digital Summit (an international event)hosted by MSS to collaborate with
industry in India and abroad is conducted where MES students are exposed to the latest technologies and hands
on practice. The campus connect program with MSS is being conducted since 2009, the main focus of this
program is to enhance the teaching skills of the faculty in core and advanced research oriented subjects and
students to expose their talent in-front of technocrats all over the world. The presence of IQAC and R&D center
is well demonstrated by number of publications and research projects. It’s the fire of knowledge that the
institution envisions to the young minds to take on the challenges and shine.

Concluding Remarks : 

Miracle Educational Society Group of Institutions (MES) is one of the pioneered self-financed andEmployment
generated one stop Engineering Institutions of North Andhra. It was established in 2009 with well-defined
Mission and Vision considering the needs of the society. The faculty strives hard to impart knowledge to the
students in order to enhance their competency. The Institution has State of the art Laboratories, Library which
are upgraded in tune with the update curriculum, JNTUK. The institution always promotes a culture of
delegation of powers through strategic policies. The institution also believes research culture in the departments
and support innovative ideas from faculty and students. The extensive students training programs and industrial
visits are conducted in association with the industries to enhance the skill set and employability. Conduction of
technical fests and various competitions are helpful to students in bridging the gap between industry and
academia. MES looks forward to achieve more heights in the times ahead. The trust in academic excellence and
holistic growth of the student remain the prime focus of the student. The institution’s societal commitments
provide opportunities for faculty members and the students alike to render services to the society. The
supportive management provides all the facilities that are required to carry out in teaching learning process,
research activity and industry collaboration. The institution today can boast of activities and accomplishments
with regards to academic excellence.In continuation of our endeavor to achieve excellence in providing quality
education, Miracle Educational Society Group of Institutions, is pleased to present Self Study Report to NAAC
for Assessment and Accreditation of the Institution. We are more empowered  and electrified to become
symmetrical in all Engineering and Management Disciplines. As such, it is humbly submitted that this
Institution, deserves to be accredited well by NAAC so that Management will continue educational services to
rural students from backword districts of AP. The institution promises to itself to do every possible thing to
quench its thirst to reach the apex of academic excellence.
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